
PCM- 7000 SERIES
Professional DAT Recorders

.Allows flexible system configurations with three recorders
and a full range of options for each recorder

.Sophisticated electronic editing capability

.SMPTE/EBU time code recording/reading

.Memory start for instant -start playback

.Synchronized operation with video/audio equipment

.Time code chase synchronization (PCM- 7050/7030 with appropriate options)

.4-head construction for RAW (Read-After-Write) and
RMW (Read-Modify-Write)

.Search/location capability

.Variable speed playback in a range of :!:12.5%

.Switchable sampling frequencies of 48kHz and 44.1 kHz (PCM- 7010 supports recording and playback of digital
audio data sampled at 32kHz)

.Controlled from Sony video editor BVE-91 00/910 or digital
audio editor DAE-3000

.19-inch rack mountable with optional rack mount
rail/adaptor RMM-30/31

PCM- 7050 PAC

2-Channel Digital Audio Recorder

.The top of the range model recommended for use as the
recorder in an editing system

.Millisecond accurate editing capability

PCM-7030 PAC

2-Channel Digital Audio Recorder

I.Optimized for use as a player in an editing system; ideal
also for use in on-air or integrated audio/video systems
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PCM- 7000 SERIES (CONTINUED)

PCM-7010

2-Channel Digital Audio Recorder

.An affordable recorder suited for simple on-air applications

.Recording/playback of digital audio data sampled at 32kHz

Supplied Accessory

AC power cable

DAT Editing System with PCM-7000 Series

RM-D7300

Editing Remote Controller

.Provides comprehensive control over editing operations with
PCM- 7050 and PCM- 7030 via Sony 9-pin serial interface

.Makes it quick to input time code address, various ID codes
and program numbers

.Enables gain control of both analog and digital inputs in the
digital domain when used with PCM- 7050

.Dimensions (WHD): 464 x 78 x 308mm
(16% x 3)t x 12X")

.Weight: 4.5kg (9 Ibs 13 oz)

.Power requirements: AC 100 to 240V, 50/60Hz

.Power consumption: 10W

Supplied Accessories

AC power cable

9-pin remote cable (x 2)
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PCM- 7000 SERIES (CONTINUED)

RM-D7200

Dual Remote Controller

.Provides remote control of two recorder transports

RM-D7100

Remote Controller

.Provides remote control of recorder transport functions of PCM- 7050/7030/7010
and PCM-2700A via 37 -pin parallel interface

DABK- 7030/7010
Time Code Reader/Generator Option

.Provides capability of reading and generating SMPTE/EBU time code

.Enables recorder to operate in synchronization with an external video sync signal

.Provides time code chase synchronization facility to PCM-7050/7030 (DABK-7030)

DABK-7031/7011A/7011B

Digital 110 Option

.Conforms to the AESIEBU format (all models); offers unbalanced (IEC-958) digital
110 (DABK- 7011 A/7011 B) and Sony SDIF-2 interface (DABK- 7011 B)

.Allows recorder to lock to an external word sync signal

DABK- 7012

Memory Start Option

.Uses 4M-bit digital memory to give an instant start playback facility to PCM-7010

DABK-7033/7013

Computer Interface (RS-232C) Option

.Enables recorder to be controlled from a computer RS-232C port

.Useful for building up a sound effects library or a programmed playback system

DABK-7014 (for the PCM-7010)

Remote Interface Option

.Optional interface board for the PCM- 7010 including serial remote interface connectors

.Enables connection between the PCM- 7010 and the RM-D7200
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PCM- 7000 SERIES (CONTINUED)

DABK-7055

Edit Memory Option

.Improves precision and flexibility of editing with PCM- 7050

.Memory search/memory rehearsal

.Crossfade at each edit point

.1 ms editing accuracy

Optional Accessories

RMM-30

19-inch Rack Mount Rail

ECD-3C/1OC/30C

Digital Audio Cable

Length: 3m, 1Om or 3Om

Format: AES/EBU

Connectors: XLR-3-31 type- XLR-3-32 type

RMM-31

19-inch Rack Mount Adaptor

PCM- 7000 Series Configuration
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PCM- 7000 Series System Configuration

~

Note 1: PCM- 7050PAC, 7030PAC and 7010 are AC operated
2: A 9-pin cable is supplied with RM-D7300
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